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Main Curriculum References 
Whole Numbers 
N1/L1.3 – add, subtract, multiply and divide using efficient written methods 
Data Handling 
HD1/E3.1 – Extract numerical information from lists, tables, diagrams and simple charts  
HD1/L1.1 – Extract and interpret information (e.g. in tables, diagrams, charts and line graphs) 
HD1/L2.1 – Extract discrete and continuous data from tables, diagrams, charts and line graphs 
Common Measures 
MSS1/E3.6 – Read, estimate, measure and compare weight using non-standard and standard 
units. 
MSS1/L1.4 – Read, estimate, measure and compare length, weight, capacity and temperature 
using common units and instruments  
MSS1/L1.6 – Add and subtract common units of measure within the same system 
MSS1/L2.3 – Estimate, measure and compare length, distance, weight and capacity using metric, 
and where appropriate, imperial units 
MSS1/L2.5 – Calculate with units of measure within the same system 
 

Burger King Investigation 
 
Contributor’s notes 
Here's a resource I use in numeracy sessions with Entry 3 to Level 2 learners. It's an 
investigation into Burger King, and how healthy their food is. The food statistics I've used 
come straight from the Burger King website at: http://www.burgerking.co.uk/  
It was a session that was really motivating to my E2E learners, and discussions about the 
results could be heard continuing long after the session had finished! 
 
Ideas and instructions 
1. Explain that students are going to play a game of association. Call out some words, 

and students reply with what immediately springs to mind when they think of the 
word you say. Example words: football, name of town where you are, cinema, 
Friday night. The last words you call out should be “Burger King”.  

2. Explain that today’s lesson will involve some numeracy based on Burger King, and 
at the end the learners will be making an investigation into the food they sell.  

3. Hand out the statistics sheet (page 2). Ask students to tell you what kind of 
information they can see here. Make sure all are clear on this. 

4. Hand out the questions 1-8 (page 3). Allow 5-10 minutes for students to work out 
the answers before going through them as a group. 

5. Introduce the next activity. Students should work in pairs (pair according to ability 
where possible). Give one student in each pair Card A, the other Card B (page 4). 
Each card has five questions relating to the statistics which students should ask 
their partners. (The answers are also on the cards.) 

6. Now give students the investigation to complete (page 5). Briefly introduce the 
idea, but rely mainly on students reading and answering the questions themselves 
(to improve numeracy comprehension skills). Monitor carefully throughout the 
activity: prompting weaker students and challenging the stronger ones further. Ask 
for brief feedback on the results of the investigation. 

7. Use the final sheet (page 6) to reflect on the results of investigation. How could 
Burger King be healthier? Feedback on the ideas as a group. 

 
    Saul Pope     saulpope@yahoo.co.uk 
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MENU ITEM / INGREDIENTS 
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 WHOPPER®  274  613  2577  29  47  8  34  9  4  908  

 WHOPPER® with Cheese  299  695  2915  33  47  8  40  13  4  1308  

 Hamburger  116  295  1245  16  30  4  11  4  2  559  

 Cheeseburger  128  336  1414  18  30  4  14  6  2  759  

 Bacon Double Cheeseburger  172  495  2077  34  28  2  26  12  2  881  

 New The Angus Burger with 
Cheese and Bacon  

270  694  2939  39  40  7  41  17  1  910  

 Chicken Royale  210  572  2401  25  43  4  31  2  4  1191  

 Diddy Donuts  84  256  1074  5  41  18  8  3  1  512  

 Vanilla & Strawberry Flavour Cone 102  269  1156  3  40  24  12  9  1  52  

 King Fries (Regular)  116  326  1365  3  43  2  15  4  4  626  

 King Fries (Super)  174  489  2048  5  65  4  23  6  6  940  

 Onion Rings (Regular)  90  261  1093  4  32  5  12  1  3  181  

 Onion Rings (Super)  180  522  2188  8  66  10  26  2  6  362  

 Regular Coca-Cola  400  164  696  0  40  40  0  0  0  0  

 Super Coca- Cola  900  369  1566  0  90  90  0  0  0  0  

 Regular Tea (white no sugar)  200  22  94  1  2  2  3  0  0  33  

 Regular Coffee (black)  200  1  7  0  0  0  0  0  0  4  

 Regular Sprite  400  180  732  0  42  42  0  0  0  0  

 Regular Diet Coke  400  1  6  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  

 TOTAL 4715  6560  27593 223  726  274  296  88  40  9226  
 

 

Guideline daily amounts (GDA) for young men and women 
 Boys 11 - 14 years 15 - 18 years Girls 11 - 14 years 15 - 18 years

Energy - kcal (Calories) 2200 2750 Energy - kcal (Calories) 1850 2100

Protein  42g 55g Protein 41g 45g

Carbohydrates 275g 345g Carbohydrates 230g 265g

of which sugars 110g 140g of which sugars 90g 105g

Fat 85g 105g Fat 70g 80g

of which saturates 25g 35g of which saturates 25g 25g

Fibre 20g 24g Fibre 20g 24g

Sodium* 2.4g 2.4g Sodium* 2.4g 2.4g

*Equivalent as salt 6g 6g *Equivalent as salt 6g 6g
Ingredients and GDA tables from http://www.burgerking.co.uk/  
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Using the Burger King menu, answer the following questions. 
 

1. Which of the items on the Burger King menu is the heaviest? 

_____________________________________________ 

2. Which is the lightest? 

_____________________________________________ 

3. Which item contains the most sugar? 

_____________________________________________ 

4. Which will give you the most energy (Kcal)? 

_____________________________________________ 

5. Do any items contain no fats? What sort of item are they? 

_____________________________________________ 

6. Find an item that contains little sugar, but a lot of sodium and 

 lot of saturated fat. (There is more than one answer) 

_____________________________________________ 

You will need to use both the tables to answer the following questions. 

7. What two types of measurement for energy are given? Which 

  one should we use if we want to compare the information given 

  on the two tables? 

_____________________________________________ 

8. What are the two different measurements used for sodium. 

  How can we convert between them? 

________________________________________________ 
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CARD B
 

1. How heavy are three cups of regular tea? (600g) 
 
2. How much fat is in three portions of regular onion rings? 

(36g) 
 

3. Is the amount of sugar in four Whoppers more or less than 
30g? (more – 32g) 

 
4. If I drink four regular Sprites, how much energy (KCal) will it 

give me? (720 KCal) 
 

5. Are five Whoppers with Cheese heavier than seven 
Chicken Royales? (Yes: 1495g vs 1470g) 

CARD A

1. How heavy are three regular Coca-Colas? (1200g) 
 

2. How much fat is in five portions of regular King fries? (75g) 
 

3. Is the amount of sugar in three Angus Burgers more or less 
than 20g? (more – 21g) 

 
4. If I drink five cups of regular tea, how much energy (KCal) 

will it give me? (110 KCal) 
 

5. Do three Super Coca-Colas weigh more than seven regular 
Coca-Colas? (No: 2700g vs 2800g) 
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Investigation: How Healthy is Burger King? 
 

1. Choose the Guideline Daily Amount that is relevant to you and mark 
it. 

 
 
2. Choose yourself a meal from the chart: include a burger, a side order, 

a drink and a dessert. Write the items here: 
 
 
 
3. Work out the total amount of saturated fat, sugar and energy in your 

meal. Work out the totals here: 
 
 
 
 
4. We should eat three meals per day, so let’s see if Burger King is an 

average healthy meal. Divide your Guideline Daily Amount for 
saturated fat, sugar and energy by 3. Write your answers here: 

 
 
 
 
5. Now we know the GDA amounts for one average meal. Compare these 

to the totals for the Burger King Meal – are the totals for Burger 
King more or less than an average meal? 

 
 
 
6. Could somebody eat Burger King once per day and still be healthy? 

Give reasons for your answer. 
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Investigation – Conclusion 
 
How would you change the Burger King menu to make it healthier? 
 
You can   a) add some new items to the menu 
 

b) take away some unhealthy items 
 

c) make healthier items cheaper or even free 
 

d) come up with an idea of your own 
 
 
Write at least four ideas below: 
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